Notes:
1. Fan required for operation. 12V fan (3610VL-04W-B50-B00) directed at L200 during testing.
2. U204 RVCC might not be enough to supply U100 at corner condition. PFC turn on logic is recommended to be redesigned.
3. One 2.1" x 1.25" x 0.125" heatsink is applied for Q302, Q304, Q300.
4. One 2.1" x 1.25" x 0.125" heatsink is applied for Q200, Q201.
5. Short (1) 100, (1) 200, and (1) 202 pin 2 to pin 3 to activate both PFC and isolated DC-DC stages.
6. P. D209 are add-on parts.

PMP20946 PFC + LCC converter for LED Lighting.
Rebuild on PMP20947 RevB PCB
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